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Future Time FramesFuture Time Frames

• Short range: 2-5

• Mid range: 5-30

• Long range: 30-50

• Immediate range: 0-2

• Very long range: 50-100



Life Cycles Life Cycles 
Forecasting the Rise and Fall of almost AnythingForecasting the Rise and Fall of almost Anything

Modis, T. (1994) Life Cycles. The Futurist. Sept-Oct 1994. pp 20-25



SS -- Model for Forecasting TechnologiesModel for Forecasting Technologies
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44thth DimensionDimension

Spatial FreedomSpatial Freedom

OutlineOutline

Consuming WavesConsuming Waves

Force TheoryForce Theory

Future TechnologiesFuture Technologies



Universal Force TheoryUniversal Force Theory

•• The principle behind this methodology is The principle behind this methodology is 
to pinpoint the to pinpoint the driving forcedriving force responsible responsible 
for generating transformation.for generating transformation.

•• ItIt’’s aim is to identify the s aim is to identify the dynamicsdynamics 
underlying the developing trends. underlying the developing trends. 

•• These dynamics are the These dynamics are the hidden hidden 
assumptionsassumptions behind changes.behind changes.



Consuming WavesConsuming Waves

OrganizationOrganization--wave wave 4545--6464

ExpendituresExpenditures--wave wave 3535--4444

BirthBirth--wave wave 00--2424

InnovationInnovation--wave wave 2525--3434
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Dent CurveDent Curve



Two new books about the future of Two new books about the future of 
the US Economythe US Economy



Human Driving ForceHuman Driving Force

A major driving force in A major driving force in 
human existence is thehuman existence is the 
perception perception of hisof his physical physical 
and spatial freedomand spatial freedom..

The more this perception has evolved, the The more this perception has evolved, the 
more he hasmore he has developed different tools developed different tools to to 
fully explore that perceived freedom.fully explore that perceived freedom.

One cannot ignore the fact that this One cannot ignore the fact that this 
evolution isevolution is psychological psychological as well asas well as 
neurologicalneurological..



33: Air transportation : Air transportation –– 50 years 50 years 

22: Mass transportation : Mass transportation –– 500 years 500 years 

Spatial FreedomSpatial Freedom

11: Major trade routes : Major trade routes –– 5K years ago5K years ago

00: Secluded tribes : Secluded tribes –– 30K of years ago30K of years ago

4: Hyper Gates 4: Hyper Gates –– the future the future 



Dimension 0 Dimension 0 (30 K years ago)(30 K years ago)

•• Dot culturesDot cultures. Minimal social . Minimal social 
contacts. Communication contacts. Communication 
with other dots was life with other dots was life 
threatening and a matter threatening and a matter 
of survival. of survival. 

•• Each dot community was self sufficient.Each dot community was self sufficient.
•• Each community reinvented its own Each community reinvented its own 

survival methods. survival methods. Human information Human information 
barely accumulatedbarely accumulated..



11stst Dimension Dimension (10 K years ago)(10 K years ago)

•• HomoHomo--Sapiens became Sapiens became 
farmers & started building farmers & started building 
roads to connect the roads to connect the 
different dot communities different dot communities 
for trade purposes. for trade purposes. 

•• Contacts among local communities Contacts among local communities 
began via began via roads that later evolved into roads that later evolved into 
major trade routesmajor trade routes, which helped , which helped 
mobilize ideas and technologies mobilize ideas and technologies 
(although very slowly) (although very slowly) 



11stst Dimension TechnologiesDimension Technologies

Iran—The wheel

Central Asia—Horses

Turkey—Bronze & iron 

China—Silk, gunpowder & paper

Babylon—Astronomy & initial libraries

Egypt—Ink, geometry, glass, papyrus 

India—Decimal numbers & primary immunization methods 

Somalia—Commercial agreement & gold as a form of trade 



22ndnd Dimension Dimension (500 years ago)(500 years ago)

•• Awareness of communal life increased. Awareness of communal life increased. 
Empires emerged and traded Empires emerged and traded 
through a vast network of through a vast network of 
roads that connected roads that connected 
villages and central towns.villages and central towns.

•• Only in the 15th Century, humans Only in the 15th Century, humans cut off cut off 
their umbilical cordtheir umbilical cord from land & sailed from land & sailed 
away to new seas. Within about away to new seas. Within about 3535 
years, European seamen sailed around years, European seamen sailed around 
the world. the world. 



End of 2End of 2ndnd DimensionDimension

•• Within 400 years, navigation Within 400 years, navigation 
technologies of the 2technologies of the 2ndnd dimension gave dimension gave 
Europeans wide control over the globe.Europeans wide control over the globe.

•• At the end of the 19At the end of the 19thth Century, Century, 
Europeans constituted Europeans constituted 
2525 powerful countries powerful countries 
that controlled about that controlled about 
85%85% of the worldof the world’’s continents.s continents.



33rdrd Dimension Dimension (20(20thth Century)Century)

•• The awareness of The awareness of 
heightheight & & depthdepth 
became part of human culture.became part of human culture.

•• At the end of WW II it became apparent At the end of WW II it became apparent 
that that 1 plane1 plane carrying 1 nuclear bomb is carrying 1 nuclear bomb is 
more powerful than 1000 battle ships more powerful than 1000 battle ships 
and more than and more than 100,000100,000 infantry soldiers. infantry soldiers. 
The enemy could attack cultural centers The enemy could attack cultural centers 
without ever setting foot in the country. without ever setting foot in the country. 



44thth Dimension Dimension –– Hyper GatesHyper Gates

•• Physical distance will be Physical distance will be 
constantly compressed to constantly compressed to 
minute points in spaceminute points in space..

•• We will be able to live & trade We will be able to live & trade 
through many through many portsports, from wireless devices and , from wireless devices and 
protocols (protocols (BlueToothBlueTooth, Wireless Fidelity , Wireless Fidelity –– WiWi--Fi, Fi, 
UltrawideUltrawide Bandwidth Bandwidth –– UWB, UWB, WiBroWiBro, Mobile , Mobile 
WiMaxWiMax, , WiWi--Max (802.16e) World Interoperability Max (802.16e) World Interoperability 
for Microwave Accessfor Microwave Access), ), ZigbeeZigbee, , SkinplexSkinplex to to 
TeleTele--presence.presence.

•• This will drive the human race to produce a This will drive the human race to produce a 
new type of knowledge & share it with others new type of knowledge & share it with others 
without draggingwithout dragging it through space. it through space. 



New 4D state of mindNew 4D state of mind

•• Distance will Distance will no longer dictateno longer dictate how how 
human society will be organized. human society will be organized. 

•• Everything will be compressed into Everything will be compressed into 
one critical mass that will one critical mass that will accelerate accelerate 
the pace of confrontationthe pace of confrontation & will & will 
advance human knowledge to advance human knowledge to 
unknown territories. unknown territories. 



AnytimeAnytime



AnywhereAnywhere



Everywhere Everywhere 



Accelerating light velocityAccelerating light velocity

www.neci.nj.nec.com/homepages/lwan/

•• In various labs worldwide, scientists are In various labs worldwide, scientists are 
reproducing the successful experiment just reproducing the successful experiment just 
conducted in the NEC Research Institute at conducted in the NEC Research Institute at 
Princeton.Princeton.

•• Researchers have accelerated light pulses Researchers have accelerated light pulses 
300300! times faster than the speed of light.! times faster than the speed of light.

•• They have beamed light through a room full They have beamed light through a room full 
of of CaesiumCaesium gasgas. The pulse was detected to . The pulse was detected to 
cross the room even before it penetrated it. cross the room even before it penetrated it. 



AccelerationAcceleration

www.neci.nj.nec.com/homepages/lwan/



Freezing lightFreezing light

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/cn/20010119/tc/stopping_light_could_lead 
_to_quantum_advance_in_computing_1.html

•• Harvard scientists have succeeded to slow Harvard scientists have succeeded to slow 
down light velocity to down light velocity to 30 meters a second30 meters a second!!

•• However, just recently, 2 groups from 2 However, just recently, 2 groups from 2 
different labs beamed light different labs beamed light –– one group one group 
through a room full of cooled through a room full of cooled SodiumSodium gas, gas, 
and the other through heated and the other through heated RubidiumRubidium –– 
and succeeded to bring photons to a and succeeded to bring photons to a 
complete haltcomplete halt!!

•• Later, they have succeeded to accelerate it Later, they have succeeded to accelerate it 
to its natural speed to its natural speed –– 300 millions m/sec. 300 millions m/sec. 



Quantum WiresQuantum Wires

Prof. Richard Smalley from Rice Prof. Richard Smalley from Rice 
Univ. has embarked on a Univ. has embarked on a 
project to create a prototype project to create a prototype 
of of nanotubenanotube based based ““quantum quantum 
wire.wire.””

The goal is to make a wire with The goal is to make a wire with 
so so little electrical resistancelittle electrical resistance 
that it doesnthat it doesn’’t dissipate t dissipate 
electricity as heat.electricity as heat.

Technology Review. May 2005. p. 45



AntiAnti--GravityGravity

•• Up to now, we have acted according Up to now, we have acted according 
to the laws of gravity. We will begin to the laws of gravity. We will begin 
to discover things which will make it to discover things which will make it 
possible to possible to controlcontrol and and taptap the the 
forces of gravityforces of gravity for the betterment for the betterment 
of human conditions.of human conditions.

•• It will bring about a breakthrough It will bring about a breakthrough 
difficult to imagine today. We will be difficult to imagine today. We will be 
able to able to movemove and and dragdrag things from things from 
place to place in ways we could not place to place in ways we could not 
imagine up to now. imagine up to now. 



RSRS--1 and RS1 and RS--22

•• Lisa Randall from Harvard Univ. offered a Lisa Randall from Harvard Univ. offered a 
way to unify gravity with other forces. way to unify gravity with other forces. 

•• She posited that She posited that gravity could reside on a gravity could reside on a 
different different branebrane (dimension)(dimension) than ours, one than ours, one 
separated from us fiveseparated from us five--dimensional space dimensional space 
time in which the extra dimension is time in which the extra dimension is 1010--3131 

centimeter widecentimeter wide..
•• It is weaker since all forces and particles It is weaker since all forces and particles 

stick to our 3stick to our 3--brane except gravity, which brane except gravity, which 
is concentrated on the other is concentrated on the other branebrane and is and is 
free to travelfree to travel between them across between them across 
spacetimespacetime, which is warped , which is warped in a negative in a negative 
fashion called antifashion called anti--De Sitter spaceDe Sitter space..

Scientific American, October 2005, pp 20-22



LiftersLifters

•• The Lifters are using the The Lifters are using the 
BiefeldBiefeld--Brown Effect to Brown Effect to 
generate the main thrust generate the main thrust 
to to self levitateself levitate. . 

•• A Basic Lifter cell is A Basic Lifter cell is 
composed of three composed of three 
asymmetrical capacitors joined so asymmetrical capacitors joined so 
as to form a as to form a triangletriangle assembly.assembly.

www.americanantigravity.com



Future Power GridFuture Power Grid

TechnologyReview July/August 2001

•• The next step is not to produce more The next step is not to produce more 
megawatts of hydroelectricity, but to megawatts of hydroelectricity, but to 
upgrade the distribution upgrade the distribution paradigmparadigm to to 
better use the better use the grid wastegrid waste and eliminate and eliminate 
the distribution complexity.the distribution complexity.

•• The operation of the grid today limits the The operation of the grid today limits the 
lineslines’’ load to load to 60%60% of its thermal capacity.of its thermal capacity.

•• The grand vision is to develop new The grand vision is to develop new 
technologies to technologies to optimizeoptimize the distribution the distribution 
and transmission flow and and transmission flow and minimizeminimize the the 
physical dimensionphysical dimension of the network.of the network.



Future Techs of the GridFuture Techs of the Grid

Newer Gate Turn-off Tyristors

Micropower Generators

Microturbines

Virtual Power Plants

Real-time Energy Web

 Superconducting Cables

You turn to invent & eliminate spatial constraints 

Newer Silicon Switches

AirGen Fuel Cell 
www.colemanpowermate.com











Wireless powerWireless power

•• Initial products for Initial products for 
wireless electricitywireless electricity

www.mobilewise.com

www.splashpower.com/prod1.asp



What the Bleep do we know?!What the Bleep do we know?!

It is part It is part documentarydocumentary, part , part storystory, and part , and part 
elaborate and inspiring visual effects and elaborate and inspiring visual effects and 
animationsanimations. . 

Amanda, played by Amanda, played by MarleeMarlee MatlinMatlin, finds herself , finds herself 
in a fantastic experience when she starts in a fantastic experience when she starts 
revealing the uncertain world of the quantum revealing the uncertain world of the quantum 
fieldfield hidden behind what we consider to be hidden behind what we consider to be 
our normal, waking reality.our normal, waking reality.

A team of A team of 14 top scientists14 top scientists interviewed in a interviewed in a 
documentary style serve as a modern day documentary style serve as a modern day 
Greek Chorus.Greek Chorus.

The film employs animation to realize the radical The film employs animation to realize the radical 
knowledge that modern science has knowledge that modern science has 
unearthed in recent years. Powerful cinematic unearthed in recent years. Powerful cinematic 
sequences explore the sequences explore the innerinner--workings of the workings of the 
human brain and how it creates our realityhuman brain and how it creates our reality..



A new petroleum  paradigmA new petroleum  paradigm

•• One of the very challenging One of the very challenging 
scientists has just introduced a scientists has just introduced a 
radical theoryradical theory which can cause which can cause 
turmoil in the oil industry and turmoil in the oil industry and 
world politics.world politics.

•• The theory speaks about The theory speaks about huge huge 
bacterial massesbacterial masses residing in residing in 
deep earth layers. They thrive deep earth layers. They thrive 
in high temps (in high temps (100100oo) and ) and 
nurture from nurture from methanmethan & & 
hydrocarbons.hydrocarbons.



Probable TechnologiesProbable Technologies

Zigzag elevators 

New types of sports New types of sports 

New types of sports equipmentNew types of sports equipment

New miniNew mini--aircraft instead of large aircraftsaircraft instead of large aircrafts

Cars made from new and different materialsCars made from new and different materials

  Cables and wires made from new materials Cables and wires made from new materials 

Your turn to invent !!!!Your turn to invent !!!!

Roads and highways built from unusual materialsRoads and highways built from unusual materials



Einstein 1950Einstein 1950

Great spirits have always found 
violent opposition from 

mediocrities.

The latter cannot understand it when a man 
doesn’t thoughtlessly submit to hereditary 
prejudices but honestly and courageously 

uses his intelligence.
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Dr. David Passig  Futurist, Bar Ilan U.
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Developing WavesDeveloping Waves
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Halal, W. (1998) The New Management. Berrett-Koehler Publishers. San Francisco



Consuming WavesConsuming Waves

OrganizationOrganization--wave wave 4545--6464

ExpendituresExpenditures--wave wave 3535--4444
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